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“Our domestic Sherlock brims with excitement” (Roger Lowenstein, Wall Street Journal) in this
erudite romp through the smoke-stained, coal-fired houses of Victorian England.“The queen of
living history” (Lucy Worsley) dazzles anglophiles and history lovers alike with this immersive
account of how English women sparked a worldwide revolution—from their own kitchens.
Wielding the same wit and passion as seen in How to Be a Victorian, Ruth Goodman shows that
the hot coal stove provided so much more than morning tea. As Goodman traces the amazing
shift from wood to coal in mid-sixteenth century England, a pattern of innovation emerges as the
women stoking these fires also stoked new global industries: from better soap to clean smudges
to new ingredients for cooking. Laced with irresistibly charming anecdotes of Goodman’s own
experience managing a coal-fired household, The Domestic Revolution shines a hot light on the
power of domestic necessity.

About the AuthorRuth Goodman is the author of multiple books including How to Be a Victorian.
An historian of British life, she has presented a number of BBC television series, including Tudor
Monastery Farm. She lives in the United Kingdom. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.Review"Goodman offers a detailed, abundantly illustrated picture of the ways coal
changed daily life for all classes throughout Great Britain, drawing from a prodigious number of
sources. . . In addition, she recounts her own experiences in facsimile houses. . . An engaging
history of social transformation."― Kirkus Reviews --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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IllustrationsBibliographyIndexFOREWORDLived HistoryAbout ten years ago, for the purpose of
making a TV programme, I found myself standing in front of a newly refitted coal-fired iron range.
It was part of a semi-derelict cottage into which we’d already put a huge amount of work –
rebuilding a staircase, replastering walls, renewing windows and doors, and re-laying a floor. We
then inserted a salvaged range, giving it a thorough overhaul before gently easing it into its new
home. Brickwork was adjusted around it, then all the gaps were sealed. We gathered round as
the first fire was lit and became a tad overexcited when smoke began issuing from the chimney,
with barely a wisp visible in the kitchen.The programme we were making required me and my
two colleagues to run a small farm for a year in the manner typical of British people in the second
half of the nineteenth century. As the woman on the team, and following on from Victorian
practice, this black metal box and its dirty black fuel were to be my responsibility. I had never
cooked on coal before. I did, however, have a great deal of experience working with woodfires,
including for a previous TV series that had run for a year, as well as twenty years’ worth of
weekends and short breaks in various structures and open spaces. I felt fairly confident that a
coal range would be well within my capabilities. Well, I managed it – but the encounter was much
more challenging and interesting than I had anticipated. And it was one that encompassed much
more than cooking.The radically different practices involved in running a coal-fired home in
comparison to running a wood-fired one took me completely by surprise. So many things that I
had taken for granted suddenly became immediate and pressing issues. The challenges that I
was facing, and the adjustments I was having to make as I learnt to deal with coal, were wide-
reaching. When I considered the impact such changes must have had, when multiplied by the
number of households that had made these changes in the past, it was mind-boggling. I began
to realize that the usual narratives about the development of the home, the countryside and the
modern industrial world were missing something: the big switch to domestic coal in the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.In many ways I was in a highly unusual position. Most
people experimenting with the use of coal as a fuel are approaching the problem from a modern
perspective, making comparisons with gas and electricity. Our attitudes and assumptions are
necessarily backwards-looking. But much of my experience came from older technologies; I
have probably cooked more meals over a wood fire than I have over gas or electric cookers. I
have certainly cleaned more houses heated by open wood fires than those with central heating,
and long ago adapted my laundry regime to something inspired by earlier methods. My
engagement with the great outdoors was almost entirely framed by historical experiment and
experience, with weekends spent felling trees with axes and cross-cut saws, coppicing patches



of woodland, building period styles of fencing and growing heirloom plants. Looking at theworld
through wood-burning eyes was second nature to me. From this vantage, it was obvious to me
that the switch to coal would have had a huge impact on the daily routines of people from all
walks of life.I first became aware that some of the practical skills I was learning could genuinely
form a useful addition to the scholarly understanding of this history when I was invited to help out
some twenty years ago at the Mary Rose Trust. This charity is charged with caring for the
archaeological remains of Henry VIII’s flagship, which sank as he watched from the shore in the
strait between the Isle of Wight and the English mainland on 19 July 1545. The excavation of the
flagship’s remains had revealed two brick structures sitting upon some loose gravel ballast at the
ship’s bottom, on either side of the central keel beam. These were assumed to be the galleys.
However, when the ship reached the seabed upon that fateful day nearly five hundred years ago,
it had tipped over onto one side, sending one of the two galley structures crashing over on top of
the other. The excavations had thus mostly uncovered a mass of rubble. The trust had launched
a project to reconstruct the cooking facilities and provide a better picture of life on board a mid-
Tudor warship.A great deal of thought and effort went into the work. Bricks, mortar, iron bars,
flashings and metal pots were sampled and analysed. Reconstructions were made using
techniques and materials that were as close to those available in the original period as possible.
Wherever the original form had survived the passage of time, it was closely copied. The
structures were square in plan, with an open firebox door on one side, and each held a single
large metal pot supported in part by two iron bars. When I saw them I thought they resembled
the laundry coppers common in outhouses in Edwardian days, although they did not have the
iron grate and iron door usually found in these more recent domestic conveniences.When all of
the building work was completed, I was invited to reconstruct how the cooking structure might
have been used.I had at that point about ten years’ experience with sixteenth-century kitchen
equipment, utilizing both wood and charcoal, and I had been researching and practising the
techniques and recipes of the era. I couldn’t wait to get cooking.My first meeting with the
project’s lead archaeologist was exciting. I learnt that not only had the two galley structures
survived, albeit in fragmentary form, but so too had an array of cooking vessels and equipment:
barrels with the remains of butchered meat and fish, a scattering of grains, various other plant
materials including whole peppercorns and, perhaps most remarkable of all, the firewood to
cook it upon. I was extremely eager to see this mass of physical evidence. But to begin, I was
handed the team’s drawings of the reconstructed galley.‘Oh, it’s got a flue!’ I exclaimed. I was
quite surprised by this development. All of my previous work had indicated that flues and
chimneys were rarely introduced into ovens, kilns, furnaces and other enclosed fireboxes when
wood was burnt. Practical experience had shown me flues and chimneys were, in most cases,
not only unnecessary but actively counterproductive as, along with the smoke, they channelled
all of the heat up and away from where it was wanted. I wanted to see the photos of the
underwater excavation site to get a sense for the dimensions and shape of these remarkable
survivals. What was special about shipboard conditions, I wondered, that made a flue desirable?



The answer, it turned out, was nothing. The reconstruction team had simply assumed there must
have been a flue. Since there was no sign of any metal or brick cowling or chimney, they
guessed a vent had been situated at the top of each cooking structure’s brickwork and had not
survived the wreck. It was not such a preposterous assumption. Many old ovens and kilns had
flues – but these ovens and kilns dated to the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and they had
burnt coal, not wood.Over a series of visits, I was able to demonstrate how the fuel, fire and
structure worked, both with the contentious flue in placeand with it sealed up. When we filled a
cauldron with water and lit a fire within the furnace with the flue in place, the experience was
dismal. Four and a half hours of vigorous flame barely brought the pot of water to a simmer.
Meanwhile, the air temperature around the vent was scorchingly hot – too hot in fact for our
thermometer to register; we were past the top of the scale after fifteen minutes. When we
blocked up the flue, the same volume of water was brought to the boil very much faster – in just
forty-five minutes in one run-through, where the wood was well dried-out and we covered the pot
with a wooden lid. When the flue was blocked, the fire’s smoke and heat had to exit the cooking
structure through the opening at the front. Here temperatures hovered around 200° to 250° C,
but the heat was centred in a small sphere of about 6 inches (15 cm) in diameter. The air rapidly
cooled to 150° C within 12 inches (30 cm) of the opening, and to about 80° C at ceiling
height.The physics is fairly straightforward. A flue creates a through-draught, which draws a
large percentage of the heat up. Keeping that heat contained within a narrow channel maintains
the high temperature of the exhaust gases. An oven-shaped space in which gases enter and exit
by a single opening at the side has a much slower flow of air and smoke. More of the heat
generated by combustion is trapped within the chamber, and the exhaust gases, when they do
exit, having a wider escape route, dissipate their heat much more quickly. Flues of any sort were
rare before coal became our preferred fuel.Putting the Mary Rose’s galley to use allowed us to
make other, unexpected discoveries. During one public demonstration, a member of the
archaeological team approached to ask about a pell – a sort of flat wooden shovel – that I and
some friends were using to pop a loaf of bread into the ship’s reconstructed firebox. Though the
galley was not primarily designed for baking, we were explaining how it could have been
pressed into action to fulfil this function on a small scale, perhaps when the ship was at
anchorand the captain was entertaining. ‘I’ve just catalogued something very like that as an oar,’
confessed the archaeologist. ‘I wondered what it was doing at the bottom of the ship, next to the
galley.’ There is of course no way of being sure ‘something very like that’ was used as either an
oar or a pell (or perhaps pressed into service for both purposes, depending on the demands of
any given day). But such practical experience helps to open up the way we look at what the past
has left behind for us.Whether by putting the Mary Rose’s galley to use or by stoking a Victorian-
era oven or popping a loaf of bread into a Tudor warship’s firebox, I have gathered a great deal of
practical experience in history as it was lived, and so I come to the subject of coal in the home
from a very different angle to those who have studied the history of coal mining and production,
or the history of the home in Britain. I started with a different set of questions and found beguiling



new answers.What I stumbled across is a quiet change in the way life was lived, a change that
has had a profound effect upon history and continues to have relevance to this day. When we
look more deeply and carefully, we can see the many traces and scars of the momentous
change to burning coal in the home.INTRODUCTIONThe Big SwitchWhen Queen Elizabeth
came to the throne in 1558, England and Wales were wood-burning nations. Scotland and
Ireland used considerably more peat – the compacted, partly decayed plant matter collected
across the bogs – but wood fuel also prevailed in both places. And fuel consumption followed
much the same pattern around the rest of the globe. To keep warm and cook our food, people
burnt wood.By 1603, London’s air had acquired a sulphurous tang – coal’s calling card. Coal
smoke and fumes were already caught in the basin of the River Thames, hanging over the city in
the smog which has distinguished the metropolis for much of its recorded history. This gathering
smog signified the start of something completely new and unexpected: the big switch in people’s
fuel consumption.For millennia, the vast majority of the energy people harnessed was derived
from short-term, renewable plant-based sources such as trees, bushes and scrubs, with reeds
and grasses, or dung from plant-eating animals, being pressed into servicehere and there.
These were occasionally supplemented, on a much smaller scale, by the medium-term stored
energy of peat. It was a way of living that the historical demographer Edward Anthony Wrigley
called an ‘organic economy’. People were reliant upon the vegetation that grew around them for
their fuel, just as they were reliant upon it to feed them and their livestock. If you wanted more
fuel, you needed more land for plants to grow upon, or you needed to increase the efficiency of
the system, focusing more intensively upon those species that suited your needs most
closely.When Elizabeth died in 1603 that way of living largely held, except for in her capital.
London had changed. Alone among population concentrations outside of Asia, this city of just
over 200,000 people had chosen to be fired by coal, becoming the first in the Western world to
make the big switch. London was making use of a long-term stored energy, an energy source
that was not produced on the earth’s surface, competing with growing space for food, but
instead stored mostly underground. More coal did not require more land be given over to fuel
production. And the coal reserves were vast, at least to the eyes of Elizabethan Londoners, for
whom coal quickly morphed from a novel, cheap fuel option into a daily necessity, taken for
granted.That coal began its takeover bid in London rather than the industrial centres of the day
is significant and often overlooked. At the turn of the seventeenth century there were several
cities worldwide with bigger populations and many places with more advanced technology.
London did have some manufacturing, but Britain’s major industry and export earner was then
cloth, which, although it was often traded through the port of London, was made elsewhere. The
country’s iron industry was concentrated around the Weald in southern England, but coal and
iron would not form their powerful partnership for another century. The great northern industrial
powerhouses that came to dominate the eighteenth century were notably absent.
London’sbrewing industry was the largest in Europe, but the demand for beer alone was not
enough to explain the large-scale adoption of coal that was happening.Indeed, London and



Britain in general were considered by many to be a rather backward place. Much of the country’s
iron was imported from Sweden and blast furnace technology had only recently arrived from
Europe. When it came to metallurgy of any sort, Britons lacked the knowledge and the skills
abundant in other parts of the world. Their reputation was not much better in other areas.
Glassmaking was stalled in medieval practice until a group of artisans from Lorraine brought
modern methods to Britain. It took an influx of weavers from the Low Countries to revitalize a
stagnating cloth industry. William M. Cavert, having studied the city’s use of coal in The Smoke
of London, came to the conclusion that, in 1600, ‘it is unlikely that manufacturing industries
exceeded 25 per cent of London’s coal demand’.The early rise of coal is not a story about
industry; it is a tale of domestic needs and comforts, of individual, private choices. London had
become a city of small home coal fires sending up thin plumes of smoke to join the communal
smog. Household after household had shifted from wood to coal, outstripping commercial usage
three times over. And the change came fast. In 1570 there was still little sign of any major
divergence from the traditional use of wood as fuel. Less than forty years later, in 1607, a case
brought by the Crown in the Star Chamber stated as fact that ‘sea coal’ – a name for the coal
that arrived in London by ship from Newcastle – was ‘the ordinary and usual fuel … almost
everywhere in every man’s house’. A single generation had made the switch.This shift from
heating homes and cooking food with wood to doing so with coal was pivotal in the beginnings
of the great transformation that is known as the Industrial Revolution. The leading experts on the
history of the coal industry, John Ulric Nefand John Hatcher, were convinced that the domestic
expansion of coal use in the Elizabethan period helped spur the country’s mining industry and
the later adoption of coal as the fuel of manufacturing, which transformed first Britain and then
the world. Yet most of the academic focus has remained on industrial coal use in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. There are plenty of excellent and interesting publications
documenting the switch to coal in the early salt industry, glassmaking and commercial beer
breweries, or describing the experiments with coal in the nascent iron industry. The domestic
switch, despite its much greater size, greater spread and earlier date, is practically skipped over
in the eager rush to get to the (perhaps more manly) industrial stuff. But it is in the home that
change really first took hold.Traditionally, we have looked for the great tides of history within the
worlds of military conflict, political manoeuvrings and industrial progress. The home and
changes within it have been viewed as matters primarily of interest to women, and as being only
of the most mundane interest even to them. When the change from wood to coal was occurring,
the chroniclers of the day wrote primarily about battles and speeches and inventions. And in the
main they wrote from a very masculine point of view, for their ‘fellows’. To comment on domestic
matters elicited much less, if any, social cachet, so fewer people did it, and when they did
venture into the subjects of hearth and home, they did so in far less detail.Further, coal within the
home was handled primarily by decidedly non-elite women. Those who carried the buckets and
coal scuttles, cleared out the ashes, scrubbed away the smuts, cooked the meals and boiled the
water for the laundry were wives, mothers and daughters who did not have the resources to call



on outside help, or they were the maids and servant girls working in someone else’s house.
These women commanded the smallest of financial purses, so rarely purchased published
textsand provided scant market for the printed word. Of all groups within society they were also
the least likely to receive a formal education, and were very rarely given the opportunity to
publish writing themselves. The male elite of the day generally gave little weight to the
experiences, opinions or insights of working-class wives and servants. Changes within these
women’s worlds, no matter how dramatic, passed almost unnoticed by those writing for
posterity.Very ordinary people, perhaps primarily poor people, in the later years of Elizabeth’s
reign, made the big switch and set the path for our future. The choices they made set off a chain
reaction that encouraged their children and grandchildren to follow the same path, for
neighbours to join them and for Londoners’ habits to spread across the country and eventually
beyond Britain’s shores. Their choices remade the countryside, as fens were drained and
woodlands reduced in favour of cropland, and they gave birth to a full-fledged coal trade,
establishing new transport networks and fuelling generations of commercial and industrial
pioneers in the process. And these ordinary Londoners’ use of coal developed markets for new
products specifically tailored to a life fired by coal.Within the home, coal came to shape a new
way of life, with new ways of doing things. Having personally experienced the running of
domestic spaces using wood following the old practices and using coal with its newfound
solutions, I can attest to the fundamental differences between the two ways of coping with
everyday situations. The world of the home and hearth was forced to undergo a complete
transformation between 1600 and 1800 as the demands of coal were bowed to.Cooking
techniques had to change, and so too did cooking tools and utensils. Coal encouraged the rise
of certain styles of food and discouraged others, influencing the foods that are eaten as well as
how they are prepared. But it was not just in the kitchen that coal had a powerful influence. As
coal took over from wood,it forced a change in housework and laundry. Coal fires robbed people
of their traditional cleaning agents and introduced a tricky new form of filth. Together these
created a powerful demand for a soap ‘industry’. Novel methods of cleaning-up were then
exported around the globe with Britain’s colonial incursions. So complete and thorough was the
transformation in British household management practice that even where coal was not the
dominant fuel, domestic coal methods, standards and thinking were often imposed – including in
wood-burning households from South Africa to the Indian subcontinent.The result of centuries of
experimentation and innovation, this ‘Improved Leamington Kitchener’ cast-iron range won a
first-class prize at the Great Exhibition in 1851 and was singled out by Mrs Beeton as an
archetype of the modern stove.A seemingly mundane domestic decision about how people
heated their homes and cooked their food had profound consequences. It became the
foundation of the modern economy, altering the landscape, promoting the rise of global
industriesand shaping cultures. It was clearly one of the factors that made the Industrial
Revolution possible.Why did these people at this time choose to make a big switch, and why did
it prove to be such a permanent and influential move? What impacts did the switch have upon



daily life, and how did these impacts ensure the change from wood to coal was more than just a
passing phase? Was this domestic matter really all that important?LIVING OFF THE LANDThe
green and pleasant landscape of modern Britain has been crafted, moulded and sculpted by
successive generations seeking to make a living. And for millennia a significant part of the
pressure upon the land has been people’s need for fuel. Competing with the need for the arable
land on which crops are grown and the pastureland by which livestock are fed, was the need for
combustible plant material with which to cook food, brew beer and stave off the winter chill.
People had to make choices: harvest peat or firewood or harvest food. Over time they found a
variety of ways to combine land uses to maximize the yields of each of these essential
components of life.Britain has long been an extensively populated set of islands. The degree of
population pressure on the land has fluctuated as different peoples have arrived, moved around
and departed; famine, plague and war have each taken their toll, but these were followed by
periods of quiet prosperity, when numbers have risen again. When Britain’s population fell, fields
that had been left to revert to scrub grew into woodland. When there were more mouthsto feed,
areas of marsh were drained to create needed pasture. Sometimes fuel was abundant and
gathered rather casually; at other times it was scarce and carefully managed. These changing
needs have been etched onto the landscape. The big shift in how Britain’s homes were fuelled
also played out in the surrounding woods, fields, moors, fens and heaths.So what was the old
order? What fuel was used to cook porridge, roast beef, bake pies, dry out sodden socks and
warm toes before the advent of coal?Choosing what to burnIt helps to begin with an
understanding of how to make a fire. Different fuels burn in different ways, producing not just
varying levels of heat, but a range of forms and shapes of it. Some fires release their energy in
short, concentrated bursts, others do so over a longer, slower period. Flames from a coal fire
tend to be small and uniform, peat rarely produces any recognizable flame, instead burning with
a hot, smouldering glow, while a bundle of dry twigs can generate long, lazy tongues of wavering
flame. But much depends on exactly what you’re burning. Turves, which are cut from the very top
layer of a peat deposit where plants are still growing, can behave quite unlike each other if they
have been harvested from different areas, even when they were taken from the same moorland.
Rye straw and barley straw have their own idiosyncrasies, quite distinct from those of wheat.
Oak and pine are as different to burn as chalk and cheese. A hard black Welsh anthracite or
‘stone coal’ from Pembrokeshire combusts in a markedly different way from a softer, tarry, more
bituminous sample extracted from the rocks around Newcastle.Fuel can be treated in a number
of ways to alter its nature and behaviour within the fire. Unit size is of particular importance: small
chopped sticks burn differently to whole logs; coal dust and large lump coal are poles apart. For
some fuels, orientation is crucial. A bundle of neatly aligned straw bound a couple of times along
its length can sustain a concentrated flame where a similar amount of loose jumbled material
would flash and dissipate into ash and dust and unburnt residue in no time.Drying is particularly
important for peat, which can easily contain 75 per cent water when first cut. But even anthracite
coal burns better if it has had time out of the rain. And there are a whole host of controlled



heating and burning processes that can turn fuels into more efficient versions of themselves.
Wood can be transformed into ‘white coal’, or kiln-dried wood, or – continuing the
metamorphosis – into charcoal, where the wood has been charred in an oxygen-depleted
environment, driving out all moisture and impurities. Coal too can be cooked, or ‘coked’, into
coke, where once again controlled burning removes unwanted matter, leaving behind a purer,
hotter-burning fuel.The permutations are almost endless, a fact that allows us humans to use fire
in a myriad of ways to achieve a large range of effects. The blacksmith’s forge offers an ideal
demonstration of the possibilities. Working with coal, for example, you can create a fairly shallow
fire, packed down flat on top, which is suitable for tempering, or hardening, a blade. In contrast,
welding, or joining two pieces of metal together, demands a deep and narrow fire. For the
highest heats, you can pack the right sort of coal – a rock that is bituminous but low in sulphur
and phosphorus – into such a shape that it becomes a virtual oven; the fire can be practically
contained within this globe of unburnt fuel, which retains most of the heat rather than allowing it
to escape upwards with waste gases (otherwise known as smoke). Sometimes, and rather
counterintuitively, mixing a little water with small pieces of coal can help to produce this globe of
intense heat, by allowing the coalto bind together and form a ‘shell’ around the fire. This is one
way in which coal is coked. By gradually moving the coked material towards the centre of the fire
and replacing it with new coal, you increase the efficiency and heat at the centre and open up
space around the periphery to turn more coal into coke.We can see this knowledge about
forging with coal being committed to print as early as 1677, in Joseph Moxon’s Mechanick
Exercises. Moxon finished his opening piece on smithing by declaring that he won’t bother to
describe lighting and using a smith’s fire as the technique is too basic to bother with. He does,
however, provide a few tips:you must with the Slice, clap the Coals upon the outside close
together to keep the heat in the body of the Fire; and as oft as you find the Fire begin to break
out, clap them close again, and with the Washer dipt in Water, wet the out-side of the Fire to
damp the outside, as well to save Coals, as to strike the force of the Fire to the inside, that your
work may heat the sooner.Undoubtedly, smiths had been employing these techniques long
before Moxon set them down for publication.Fire management is not just about producing a
particular temperature. The size of the physical space held at that temperature is also important
– and adjustable. If a smith is working on a nail, then a single, small point of high heat is
sufficient. Some work, however, requires heat to be diffused across a much larger area, and
although iron will conduct heat along its length, raising the temperature of an entire area rather
than overheating a single point is generally preferable. Gradations of heat within the same fire
can also be useful in allowing a smith to move swiftly from one operation to another, from large
to small work and back again. With skill and knowledge, a fire can be used to shape and bend
metal; temper and adjust its hardness, brittleness or spring; divide it; or unite disparate
pieces.‘Smithing’ forge from Joseph Moxon’s Mechanick Exercises (1677).When we turn our
attention from the forge to the kitchen we can see a similar range of options and subtleties at
play. Managing the fire in your hearth gave you the power to render foodstuffs digestible,



transform liquids into bacteria-free drink, conjure cleanliness out of filth and drive away the chill
of northern climes. And just as with the blacksmith’s work, different fuels could be brought into
service to perform different functions by dint of the techniques and equipment particular to them.
It is possible to boil a kettle upon wood, peat, heather, ling, gorse, dried dung and various types
of straw if you are in possession of the right know-how. But each of these materials are just
better suited to some jobs than to others.For instance, dry thistle stalk combusts well, because
the seed heads – if they have not blown away in the wind – are packed with oil. They are an
excellent form of kindling, and many people in England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland have
collected them for this purpose. Yet when Humphrey O’Sullivan watched the women of Callan, in
County Kilkenny, Ireland, cut old thistle stalks at the end of 1828 for use as winter fuel, he was
struck by the unusualscale of their endeavour, with ‘a bundle or load of them on a poor woman
as big as a pig’s sty’. He was witnessing an activity born of desperation and resourcefulness, not
of preference. That’s because, as a fuel to boil a kettle or cook a potato, thistle stalks have many
drawbacks.Like all the straws they burn very fast. Hollow stems direct air to the centre of the
conflagration, the long, thin proportions producing a rapid draught, not only encouraging
impressive flames but blowing ash, burning fragments, and loose, unburnt material up and away
from the fire. Naturally this process goes even faster if the stems are standing vertically or placed
at a rising angle. Capturing heat from this quick energy release can be tricky, but both fuel and
hearth can be adapted to fit this purpose.If the stalks are first formed into a set of straight,
uniform bundles and securely bound, they can then be stacked and placed under a weight. This
crushes the hollow stems flat, thus reducing the air flow capacity through them and slowing
down the rate of their burn. It also makes the fire easier to handle and reduces the stoking rate.
Ideally, you would burn material like thistle inside a firebox where the volatile mixture of gases,
ash, cinders and unburnt material can be contained (and, hopefully, burnt again later, unlocking
more of the thistles’ energy).If you didn’t have a purpose-built firebox, and it is highly unlikely any
of those women in Callan did, a crude version could be rigged up with a horseshoe-shaped
arrangement of stones upon a flat hearth with a cooking pot balanced on top to form a lid.
However, you can’t leave the thistles for a moment, they burn quite quickly and continuous
stoking is required. Indeed, a huge pile of prepared stalks would be needed to bring just one
small pot of water to the boil. Anyone reliant upon thistle fuel will eat only the occasional hot
meal and live in an almost completely unheated home – which is why the women of Callan must
have been very desperate.The commoners’ fuelDung, particularly cattle dung, was pressed into
service in parts of Britain where other sources of fuel were scarce, right up until the widespread
adoption of coal for domestic use. It was often used by poorer members of rural communities
who had commoners’ rights upon areas of rough grazing.Common land was (and is) not public
land, nor was it ‘free’ land for anyone to use as they wished. It was an area held in common by a
specific group of people who were permitted to use it in carefully specified ways. In most cases,
commoners were the people who rented parcels of land fringing the common. They held the
right to graze an agreed number of animals upon the common as well as the right to collect dead



vegetation and other resources, including cow pats, from the land.To be used as a fuel, the dung
first had to be dried out. Celia Fiennes (1662–1741), the traveller and memoirist, recorded
seeing this in action in 1698 outside the town of Peterborough, where she noticed cow dung
‘upon the walls of the ordinary people’s houses and walls of their outhouses’. She noted that the
dung had been ‘plastered up to dry in cakes which they use for firing’. Her visit to Leicestershire
revealed the practice in operation there too. She didn’t approve in either location. Around the
same time, George Meriton published A York-Shire Dialogue, which contained a short scene
where a mother asks her daughter to fetch some dried cow dung fuel: ‘clawt some cassons out
o’ th’ hurne’, the mother said, ‘cassons’ being one of the many regional names for this form of
fuel. In Buckinghamshire they were traditionally called ‘clatts’ and in Cornwall ‘glaws’.The
custom of burning cassons in this part of the country was captured in the probate inventories of
the parish of North Cave inthe East Riding of Yorkshire from the mid-sixteenth to the mid-
seventeenth centuries. (This period is not particularly special; it is just that the surviving
inventories are from this time, and there is no reason to believe things changed quickly before
then or after.) In a scattering of the inventories of both the poorer parishioners and the better off,
the stocks of cassons ‘on hand’ when the head of household died were recorded. For example,
Richard Brigham, who died in 1626, was neither wealthy nor destitute. He called himself a
‘husbandman’, a title which indicated he was farming on a modest scale. He lived in a house
with three rooms – many of his neighbours had only one – and among a mix of livestock he had
five mares, two colts, two foals and ‘an old nag’, a few cows and fifty pigs plus a similar number
of sheep. His will was written in October, a time of year when most people would have been
laying up fuel stores for the winter, and included ‘helme baulks’ – meaning ‘bog oak’, or old
stumps and logs preserved within peat – as well as ‘other old wood and turfes and cazons’.
Thomas Clarke, who died in 1607, had a two-room house and a slightly smaller accumulation of
livestock. His ‘backer end’, or outbuildings, contained ‘casens, turves and certain old wood’.
Thomas Pinder was just a touch less prosperous than these men, though he still had a two-room
house, which he too kept stocked with ‘turves and casons’. None of these men would have been
designated as one of ‘the poor’ by their contemporaries. They were almost certainly commoners,
fitting Celia Fiennes’s description of the ‘ordinary people’. Their use of cow dung as a fuel may
have represented a mixture of tradition and thrift.Other inventories in the same collection – forty-
three in total – referred to ‘the dung’ and ‘manure’. These words described the same resource,
cattle dung, but indicated a different use. Cassons were individually dried out for fuel, while
manure was left wet and gathered into heaps where it could break down, ready for use as a
fertilizer. Rather surprisingly, the local vicar, Thomas Brabes, headed one of the eight
households in 1638 that had cassonsin their inventory. He was most assuredly one of the better-
off members of his community. Among his wealth in the probate records, six rooms were
mentioned, as well as such refinements as ‘his library’. He also had a load of manure, a rare
example of cassons and manure listed side-by-side.Most people used the dung of their cattle for
either fuel or fertilizer. Few had enough of this material to use it for both. The people of the parish



of North Cave were exercising a choice as to whether to use the dung of their livestock as
fertilizer or fuel – and, in at least one sacred case, a bit of both.Dung is a rather curious fuel, in
part because it is now a fuel we generally see only among traditional rural populations in hot and
remote places. It is also a fuel that can initially be hard for people today to understand because
much of the dung produced by modern farming methods is rather unsuitable for stoking a fire.
We are accustomed to dung that is wetter, darker-coloured and much more smelly than the dung
Richard Brigham and the other residents of the parish of North Cave would have encountered
back in 1620. Modern cattle feed is designed to pack in nutrients, in order to produce high milk
yields in dairy cows and rapid muscle growth in beef cattle. This super-rich diet has an effect
upon the animals’ digestive processes. It is, in the twenty-first century, a common sight to see
cows with their own dung splashing down their legs. They live their lives with something akin to
permanent diarrhoea.Brigham’s cows, and those of his neighbours, had to make do with a high-
fibre diet rather than a high-nutrient one. Winter feed in particular was poor. Hay – comprised of
dried grass and meadow plants, including their nutrient-packed seed heads – was largely
reserved for draught animals who needed energy to work; the rest of the livestock typically ate
straw, which was much less nutritious, consisting of the dried stems left over from a wheat,
barley or rye crop after the grain had been harvested. In some areas where straw was in short
supply, overwintering cattle werereliant upon holly branches cut especially as fodder. Their dung
was much drier, more fibrous, paler and far more solid than that of a modern cow. A pat could be
picked up after a day or two in the field and would hold together. Judging the right moment for
gathering one before sticking it to the wall of an outbuilding to dry probably took a little
experience, as a pat would need to be dry enough to handle but sticky enough to adhere to the
wall. Leaving pats out in the field too long risked getting them trampled on, reduced to mush and
crumble. Once properly dry, the dung could be stacked fairly easily until needed.Personally, I
don’t have a great deal of experience burning dung. I have never tried to burn cow dung, though I
have idly messed about with dried sheep dung (I was bored when camping). In my very limited
experience, it catches easily and smoulders along with little difficulty in a rather hot fashion, but
it is often smothered by its own ash, which clings around the burning core and has a distinctly
pungent and acidic aroma. You could definitely rustle up a supper on it if you needed to,
although I would advise keeping a firm lid on any pot to stop the smell infecting the flavour of
your meal.In nineteenth-century America, a similar resource – the dried dung of wild buffalo
herds, also known as ‘buffalo chips’ – was an essential fuel for those heading out across the
Great Plains. Frederick Piercy, an artist from Liverpool who accompanied a group of pioneers
heading to the West, said the chips were ‘composed of grass, masticated and digested, and
dried in the sun’. In his illustrated travelogue The Route from Liverpool to Great Salt Lake Valley,
published in parts between 1853 and 1855, he observed: ‘It is a common joke on the plains that
a steak cooked on these chips needs no pepper.’According to Derek E. Earl in his book Forest
Energy and Economic Development, dried dung releases about the same amount of energy as
peat – a little more than wood does, and more than half of the energy produced by a similar



weight of bituminous coal. And, of course, it is typically there for the taking.Of peat and turvesIf
some of the good people of North Cave knew much more than me about the use of cassons in
the home, far more were expert in the use of peat and turves. (Rather confusingly, ‘peat’ and
‘turf’ are sometimes used interchangeably, especially in Ireland.) There are more than four times
the number of listings of turves than of cassons in the North Cave probate inventories, plus
another handful of households that mention turf spades but no turves. This parish included a
section of the Wallingfen, a wet and boggy area of thin peat, moss and patches of reed and thin
grasses, for which many parishioners had commoners’ rights.These commons, as we have
noted, were not a free-for-all, and turf-cutting was highly regulated. On St Helen’s Eve – the third
of May – each attested commoner was permitted to stake a claim for the coming turf-cutting
season so long as he (or she, if she were a widow) did so before noon. Once claimed, the turf
was permitted to be cut only during the hours of daylight and only until Midsummer’s Day,
towards the end of June. No fuel obtained from the fen was to be sold to anyone outside the
jurisdiction of the ‘liberties’, which included all of the parishes that had a share of the land. The
season’s cutting was further restricted, in an attempt to preserve supplies for the future, to a
single turf spade’s deep – in this region, about 12 inches (30 cm) deep.No one knows when
people started cutting peat for fuel. We are equally in the dark about when people began to
manage this resource in such an orderly manner. Besides extracting peat, the fens could be
used in a variety of ways: as grazing for all sorts of livestock, for hay-making, for fishing and
fowling or for the gathering of sedge and reeds for thatch, and of sallows for basket-making.
Since digging the place up to get the peat out destroys thepotential for most of these other uses,
peat-cutting was restricted. The best known of the old peat-cutting areas in England today are
the Norfolk Broads. Leases for areas of ‘turbary’ – the local name for fenland set aside for peat-
cutting – indicate that people were cutting peat in the Broads in a regulated fashion by
1140.Between the Norman Conquest in 1066 and the arrival of the Black Death in 1348, the
population of the British Isles had risen from under 2 million people to around 4.5 million.
Pressure on basic resources was acute. Marginal areas of land were brought into cultivation
despite dreadfully poor yields. Peat-digging was confined to small, linear plots, so the cuttings
were pushed deeper and deeper to extract much-needed fuel. Modern practice, continuing
commercially right up until the Second World War, and a few walls of earth surviving from the
medieval ‘broads’ – the open areas of fresh water created by peat diggings – suggest that each
small pit was the result of a single season’s campaign by a single digger, perhaps with the help
of his family. Looking at the accounts of those involved in the last days of commercial hand-cut
peat, we can piece together an understanding of the methods that left behind these traces in the
shape of the earth and water bodies.‘Mad Jack’ Darnell was a peat cutter. In the late spring of
1892, he was kind enough to demonstrate his traditional method of turf-cutting for the
photographer P. J. Deakin, and these images, along with memories of people who knew Mad
Jack or themselves worked in the peat business, were collected in 1999 by Anthony Day, the
nephew of the last commercial peat cutter in the area of Wicken Fen, in Cambridgeshire, in his



book Fuel from the Fens. During winter, Wicken Fen is very wet. The water table sits not far
below the surface, and the waterlogged peat can freeze solid in the cold weather. Mad Jack’s
work therefore began in March, when the peat slowly began to thaw and dry, and finished in late
August. With a piece of string stretched between two pegs thrust into the ground, he’d mark out
a straight line parallel to pits he or others had worked in previous seasons. This new workarea
was not directly on the side of the old digging, because these diggings had filled with water over
the winter. Instead, a strip was left untouched to act as a ‘baulk’, or wall, between the old, now
flooded pit, and the new. This had the advantage of leaving Mad Jack room to stack drying
turves along the edge of the pit on one side and still have space to run a barrow up and down
the length of his workings.‘Mad Jack’ Darnell demonstrating the procedure for cutting peat for
photographer P. J. Deakin in 1892.The surface vegetation was stripped off, leaving a bare and
flat surface, into which the new season’s hole was dug. First an edge was cut into the peat with a
turf knife and then the real work began. Cutting into peat requires strength and perseverance.
Water slowly seeps from the surrounding bog through the top section of peat, forcing diggers to
stop and bail out water on occasion. Peat cutters tried to maintain a relatively standard block
size, since this helped in monitoringhow the blocks were drying. Extraordinarily straight and
even, and about the size of a modern breeze block when first dug, each block of peat was
stacked one atop another at the edge of the digging so that it could begin drying as soon as
possible. The peat blocks had to be moved and restacked in different formations several times
as they dried to permit the sun and wind to do their work. In an essay published by the Highland
Society of Scotland in 1803, the Revd Dr John Walker noted: ‘the “flaw” or surface peat affords
but a very weak fire, like a parcel of dry sticks or straws, and leaves as few ashes behind … The
heather peat, and the springy brown peat, formed by the decay of herbaceous plants, are
somewhat better, being a little more lasting. But the solid black peat, formed from wood, and
which lies deep, is much preferable to these, and makes the best fuel.’ While his understandings
of the origins of the different types of peat would today be refuted scientifically, Professor
Walker’s observations about the burning characteristics of peat taken from different depths is
sound.Deep, highly compressed peat burns much more steadily and for a longer period. The
processes by which vegetation turns into peat have simply had longer to act, so the peat has a
much more even texture and is less likely to contain intact stems or roots. The other reason to
dig deep is a desire to maximize upon one’s investment. Given how much better it performed, it
is quite likely that deeper peat fetched a higher price at market. Some areas of the fen were
subject to common rights but some areas could be leased, with fewer restrictions on where the
peat was sold. Regardless, the surface areas claimed for cutting could be quite small. The
deeper you dug, the more peat – and potentially profit – you could extract from your
section.Such diggings left behind a landscape of multiple small deep pools divided by walls of
untouched peat. From the early fifteenth century onwards, we have evidence of some secondary
rounds of peat extraction, conducted by cutting into thesewalls some time after the initial
digging. The method did not survive in England, but something rather like it did continue in the



Netherlands into the nineteenth century, when it attracted antiquarian and folklorist interest, and
in Ireland in areas where the bog is especially wet. Evidence of the practice in England comes in
the main from a set of accounts kept by the owners of Bartonbury Hall in Norfolk. In 1451, for
example, a profit of ‘10s [shillings] 0d [pence] for 12 lasts of fen taken in the several pond-waters
of the Lord with laggying’ was recorded. Another entry mentioned the peat had been retrieved
‘with a dyday’, a tool identified through the writings of farmer-poet Thomas Tusser more than a
century later, when he advised using one to clear out ditches in winter. Several of Bartonbury’s
accounting entries also make it clear that the estate’s peat had not been cut in nice organized
blocks, as it was ‘sufficient for making 4000 turves’ (my emphasis). Instead, it is likely some
baulks were hacked away, with the loose peat being dredged out of the water with the dyday.
This wet, broken peaty mass then had to be dried out and pressed into ‘turves’. In Ireland,
Humphrey O’Sullivan described similar ‘peat pulp’ which, he said, had ‘been kneaded by human
feet … and then made into brickettes by women’s hands’. And lo, bit by bit, the ‘several pond-
waters’ became a ‘broad’, as all the little peat divisions were removed.A fire of smoke and
spiritUsing peat as a fuel is a varied business. As Professor Walker pointed out at the beginning
of the nineteenth century, its burning quality can vary quite a lot, depending on where it comes
from. In addition, the structure of the peat block or turf was determined by the method of
extraction.Turves cut with a spade or other hand tool have a ‘grain’ representing the horizontal
layers of year after year of material deposition. The grain is most obvious in mid-level peat,
where the plant material has had time to begin to break up and been subject to a fair amount of
pressure squeezing down upon it. Surface peat, which has not been subject to so much
decomposition or pressure, retains more of the chaotic texture of intertwined stems and roots.
Peat dug from deep layers has a grain that is finer, more densely packed and harder to discern; it
becomes more obvious during combustion, when the ash maintains the structure of the block
until it is disturbed and falls away into a soft, fine powder. Peat that has been dredged up out of
the bog water and re-formed into briquettes has no structure whatsoever.If there is a grain in the
peat, the blocks tend to burn along it. Since peat is what might be called a ‘contact burner’ – fire
spreads through direct contact – the grain makes a difference. Re-formed briquettes create a
sphere or hemisphere of fire, since the initial spark catches on the outside surface and works its
way steadily inwards. The fire in its early stages therefore remains largely within the block, with
the surrounding, unburnt peat serving as something of an insulation. Hand-cut peat, with its
grain running across the original deposit lines of plant fibres, helps to direct the spread of your
fire, as it is more likely to ignite the peat within the same deposit layer rather than the peat in the
layers above and below. A ‘plate’ of fire is formed. This fire tends to burn to the edges of the
block, where it is exposed to the air, releasing heat in a usable fashion.Once your fire has a good
hold – which can take a considerable time with this slow-burning fuel – the burning peat starts to
resemble charcoal. It is at this stage that it can successfully be used for cooking or heating
water. You will not see any flames, and the heat dissipates very quickly if you move your pot
away from direct contact with the fire. So while a pot can be suspended above a peat fire, it



needs to be close. Actualboiling is best done with the pot’s sides touching burning turves. If it is
moved just a couple of centimetres further away, bringing a pot to the boil is almost impossible;
maintaining a simmer is generally the best you might do. The high heat required for baking can
be achieved by laying food upon some hot stone or iron surface in the centre of a peat fire,
upturning a pot over the food and heaping burning turves around and on top of the pot. However,
the need for such close contact places a significant limit on how many cooking vessels can be
put into use at any one time.A pot put to boil over a peat fire – note how the pot is nestled by the
turves.There are two things that people particularly like about peat as a fuel: the smell and the
staying power. Peat smoke has a strong, distinctive smell, one that evokes powerful memories of
home, especially for those who have moved away from peat-burning districts. Peat smoke
translates into flavour wherever it comes into contact with food, particularly dairy produce or
other animal fats (and whisky, of course). The smell is a product of chemicals from the peat’s
original plant materials, but its prevalence is mostly a function of the slow, cool-burningnature of
a peat fire. Whatever calorific value is locked up within the material is released only slowly and at
a considerably lower temperature than that of wood, straw or coal. The low temperature of
combustion creates a great deal of partly burnt particles that we experience as smoke. In fact,
the sheer abundance of fine particulates released by peat makes it one of the most damaging of
all fuels for the lungs.Staying power, unsurprisingly, is also a result of the cool-burning nature of
peat. A single turf can burn for over an hour, which means a peat fire requires very little attention,
not a small consideration for anyone running a busy household.The loss of wetlandsGenerally,
the presence of peat in an area indicated a shortage of wood. Wet, boggy areas are not ideal for
most tree growth. It works the other way round too. Where the land is very wet, felling trees that
once sucked up excess water can make an area even more boggy, creating an accumulation of
peat where once a straggly wood grew.Before coal there were very many more peaty areas than
there are today. Once useable coal supplies became widely available, fewer people were reliant
upon peat. The ability and demand to put more land into agricultural production meant many wet
areas were rapidly drained. The largest area that is still called ‘the fens’ – nearly 2.485 sq. miles
(4,000 sq. km) in Lincolnshire, Cambridgeshire and Norfolk – is today prime cropland with only
tattered fragments of wetland and peat formation surviving. But while this area is well known,
there were once many small pockets of lowland fen scattered about in shallow valleys where
drainage was poor and seasonal waterlogging was common. For example, Wallingfen, where
thepeople of North Cave were cutting their turves in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, is
now an area of flat agricultural development dotted with farmsteads as well as a completely new
post-fen settlement called Newport. This township was built at the very end of the eighteenth
century when, to provide transport and to drain the area, a canal was driven through the local
wetlands. Natural England estimates that around three quarters of England’s former fenland is
now farmland.Peat was also once widely available upon the high moors. Acidic soils and high
rainfall make upland plateaus and shallow valleys into the perfect habitat for sphagnum, the
moss that is the primary vector of upland peat formation in areas where harsh climate and thin



soils combine to make tree growth slow and unproductive. Many of the communities farming in
the fertile valleys surrounding the moors utilized these reserves of peat for fuel. Eskdale in the
Lake District, for example, boasts as testimony to this past a scattering of small, stone-built huts,
known as ‘peat scales’, high on the valley slopes. Still discernible alongside the peat scales are
carefully graded sledge tracks leading up to the peat-cutting zone. Pockets of peat-burning also
occurred in parts of Devon (near Dartmoor and Exmoor), in the Yorkshire Moors, high up in the
valleys of Cumbria and across large swathes of Scotland, Ireland and Wales.But for all this, peat
burners did not constitute the majority of the population, probably no more than 10 per cent of
those who lived within the boundaries of what is now the UK. Everywhere else, they used
wood.The reasons for this were obvious to John Norden. In 1607 he worried about the use of
‘peats, turffe, heath, furze, broome and such like fuel for firing … yea and neats dung’ in those
parts of Wiltshire where more conventional fuel was then in short supply. The dependence on
such fuels spoke to him of severe poverty and, perhaps more crucially, of poor husbandry and
inefficient land use. People who were using dung for fuel were clearly not usingit to fertilize the
fields, sacrificing future food crops for present warmth. Likewise the use of moors and heaths as
sources of fuel discouraged people from ploughing up such areas and pressing them into food
production. For Norden, wood represented the ideal of fuel efficacy and efficiency; nothing could
be more perfect in terms of use or production cycle.OUT OF THE WOODSWherever there was
an unlimited choice of fuels, the people of the British Isles traditionally chose wood. They had
lots of very good reasons for doing so. Wood is a renewable source of energy, fairly
concentrated and easy to handle, and it burns in a clean, controllable and predictable fashion.
The technologies required to harvest and prepare wood are simple and reliable. It stores well
and compactly. It is extremely versatile as a fuel, suitable for a wide range of activities and
provides a large range of temperatures, and quick, accurate changes within that range.
Expanding and contracting the size of a wood fire is again both a simple and a rapid procedure;
it’s quick to light and easy to extinguish. There was also a long-standing skill base surrounding
its production, preparation and use.A thicket of decisionsSophisticated managed production,
rather than casual gathering or felling, was in evidence in Britain as far back as 4000 BC. It can
be seen in the structure of the Sweet Track, a prehistoric woodenwalkway discovered in 1970 by
Ray Sweet while digging a ditch, which was preserved in the peat of the Somerset Levels. Along
with some timber planks, the track utilizes two distinct groups of relatively uniform poles. Later
tracks, dating back to around 3000 BC, employed woven hurdles instead of timber planks as the
walking surface. These reveal even more carefully controlled wood management, as the
walkways are made from very uniform hazel rods. Such uniformity could only be the result of
regular, organized cropping and grazing regimes.With the exception of pine, most trees native to
Britain are not generally killed when the trunk is harvested. Many species send up new shoots
from the stump, and many others produce them from the underground rootball. Only when the
root system is severely damaged, diseased or removed during felling is a tree’s life ended. In
many cases regular harvesting, known as coppicing, lengthens a tree’s lifespan. Left uncut, the



natural lifespan of an ash tree, for example, is about two hundred years, but there are numerous
ash coppice stools (comprising the base of the trunk and the root systems) which are a
thousand years old and still living. So long as you leave the stumps and root systems alone,
there is no need to replant felled deciduous woodland.Ash, oak, hazel, hornbeam, lime, elder
and wych elm are among the species that regrow from the stump after a felling. Sweet chestnut
is another excellent coppicing wood, but was a later introduction to Britain and not much used in
this way until the eighteenth century (when it became popular as a source of hop-growing
poles). Different species respond to coppicing in different ways. Lime, for instance, is very easy
to bring into a coppicing cycle at any stage in its life. Oak, in contrast, works well only if the first
felling takes place within the first thirty years of growth. After the age of thirty, the bark of oak
changes, becoming craggier and splitting around the trunk. It can no longer harbour the dormant
buds that send forth new shoots if the main stem is cut down. Ash is generally easy to coppice,
but if the felling takes place late in the spring, the stump will not buduntil the next year, appearing
dead until then. The shoots of all coppicing species grow out from the bark of the surviving
stump, forming a loose ring of new growth. Successive fellings, after each new crop of shoots
has had a few years to grow into usefully sized poles, tend to spread gradually outwards as the
shoots seek light and space. Ancient rings can grow to about 16 feet (5 m) across.How
coppicing works: after the tree is cut close to the ground, leaving a stool; buds emerge from the
stool and grow into a stand of shoots, which are harvested when they reach the desired length
and diameter for use.The species that sprout from an underground root system, such as cherry,
aspen and most of the elms, form much less regular shapes. Elm in particular appears to
become almost immortal through coppicing, forming huge, genetically identical patches known
as ‘clones’. All of these rootballs establish long-standing symbiotic relationships with the
microorganisms and fungi in the surrounding soil, which helps to give coppicing a distinct edge
in efficiency over replanting. New seedlings, whether naturally grown from seed in their eventual
spot, or nurtured elsewhere and planted out as young saplings, take some time to find their feet.
Much of their first few years’ growth must necessarily be directed into extending and
strengthening their hold underground. Coppice shoots, however,take advantage of the ready-
grown water- and nutrient-collecting network of roots and rootlets spread over a considerable
distance.Regular grazing, or browsing, of new shoots can slow and even stop the regeneration
of felled trees, so good management of a ‘copse’, or coppiced woodland, required good fencing.
The instructions given in the 1598 edition of Fitzherbert’s This Ryghte Profytable Boke of
Husbandry are pertinent:before you fell your wood … you must make a good sure hedge that no
manner of cattell may get in, and soone as it is felde, let it be carried away before the spring
come up, or else the cattell that doth carry the wood will eat the spring and the top is eaten or
broken, it is a great hurt and hinderance with the goodness of the spring …Fitzherbert used the
word ‘cattell’ to mean all browsing animals, from sheep to wild deer, and including the oxen or
horses employed to transport the felled and trimmed products out of the copse. This was a
quandary for woodland management. Carrying the wood by hand was not feasible. With no other



option for removing harvested wood from the copse, he advised finishing up your work before
any new shoots appeared, and keeping all browsers out of the copse for a year or two after the
felling.With protection in place, a felled area grows quickly and produces a rather straight and
uniform crop. The shoots race for the light beginning in the same spring as those around them,
so they grow in tandem, encouraged to stretch straight up to the open sunlight and discouraged
from branching out sideways into the shade of their competitors. Woodland management for
several thousand years, and in some areas continuing to this day, therefore consisted of dividing
the woodlands into separate workable areas – known as ‘fells’, ‘cants’, ‘coupes’, ‘haggs’ or
‘compartments’ – that could be protected from overgrazing and felled in rotation. Oliver
Rackham, the acclaimed botanist and historian of the Britishcountryside, quoted a particularly
explicit record of this practice from Cambridgeshire, where in 1356 an 80-acre patch of
woodland was being managed on a seven-year rotation as a commercial proposition: ‘a certain
wood called Heylewode. Which contains eighty acres by estimate. Of the underwood of which
there can be sold every year without causing waste or destruction. Eleven acres of underwood
which are worth 55s at 5s an acre.’Coppicing begins in late autumn once all the leaves have
dropped. The poles are cut a few inches above the ground, traditionally at a slight angle so that
the remaining stump will shed the rain, which helps to discourage rotting. How often you cut
depends not only upon the sizes of pole that you want but also upon the mix of species present.
Willow and hazel can have very short cycles, as they produce large numbers of shoots that grow
very fast in the first year or two. The small, whippy stems of these two species were much in
demand for basket- and fence-making, which encourages early harvesting. A single acre of
purely hazel copse can – if it is healthy, in a suitable location and well managed – be cropped
every three to four years to produce around 10,000 rods. This is enough to provide around 300
good-quality 6 feet (2 m) wattle ‘hurdles’, or panels of fencing, plus a large stack of slim rods for
thatching spars, the short lengths which are pointed, split and twisted into staples to hold reeds
or straw in place on the roof. Given a slightly longer cycle of five to seven years, the same hazel
woodland would be used for firewood. Ash and oak are often worth leaving much longer before
harvesting poles. This is because the number of shoots that appear around these felled stumps
is fewer than those with hazel or willow, so they are less likely to crowd each other out as they
grow bigger. If you are looking purely for volume rather than a specific size of pole, then hazel
maximizes your yield at about ten years; ash and oak at thirty. Modern forestry commission
guides suggest that thirty-year rotations with a mix of different tree species typically produce
around a hundred tonnes of wood per hectare when felled.Many expanses of woodland
historically contained a wide variety of species and a mixture of cropping regimes. Timber for
building houses, ships, mills, churches and furniture required trees with fifty to several hundred
years’ of growth. These older, larger trees, called ‘standards’, were often growing alongside
smaller crops of ‘underwood’, used for fuel and fencing, that were turned over on a shorter cycle.
The combination of a few well-spaced large trees growing among the denser, shorter and
thinner stems of the main crop provided most of the materials that local communities needed.



Oliver Rackham noted that the biological and the written records demonstrate a mix of
standards and underwood was typical in coppicing before 1600.
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Basil Argyros, “An insightful look into how domestic technology has impacted larger issues. Ruth
Goodman is a treasure. Her hands-on researches into the realities of daily life in various periods
of English history are always interesting, and shed light on other developments in the periods
she studies. In her latest work, 'The Domestic Revolution,' Goodman examines a broad range of
societal effects stemming from the widespread transition from wood and peat to coal for
domestic use, beginning in the late 16th century and extending well into the 20th. Among her
more interesting conclusions are the likely impacts of the switch to a coal-based domestic
economy on 1) gender roles, and 2) signaling of social status. This is a valuable addition to the
literature.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Why we build and do things the way we do. Huh....we have furniture
because of the advent of fireplaces rather then big open central hearths.. Smoke hoods gave us
second stories and weirdly jutting Tudor architecture...coal gave us soap and women's
oppression. More shockingly, soap is actually racist. No you read that right, soap was used as
white superiority, clean white people...and then the POC were in need of soap around the world
marketing soap as "civilization". Little bars of oppression. Frankly before soap was racist it was
driving ingenuity of manufacturing, furthering the industrial revolution, and busy shoving out
methods that had been done for centuries...and the previous ways were just as good. Anyways
buckle up.for a.fun ride through what coal did for the world, by the fun Historian.”

Patricia Gibson, Ed.D., “Excellently researched and great for history buffs. This is not a book for
the casual reader but if you are a history buff like I am, it is fascinating. The research that was
done to insure factual information was extensive and the chapter on wood and the management
of forests in England prior to the introduction of coal is worth buying the book. Excellent
distraction from the worries of our modern age.PKG”

F. Scott Wood, “Written so that pretty much every line relays information.. Book arrived just the
other day. Is well written, and in a style so that pretty much every line relays information with the
other lines setting context or examining the impact of the presented information. Author
references both source documents and personal experience with historic cooking methods and
tools. And speaking of references there is an 11 page bibliography. Also included is a section
with source information about the period illustrations used.”

Donna T., “Very informative. My husband ordered this book and enjoyed reading it. We are
fascinated by history. The author is a woman we have enjoyed on several history shows. I look
forward to reading it soon.”

Carol, “She lives it.. Ruth Goodman has a unique engaging voice and unique perspective - she's



put herself in the position to live through what she has found in her research. Fascinating and
entertaining.”

TRose, “Domestic coal use changed societies. A well researched history of coal back by the
author’s unique personal experience give this book great texture. The conclusion sums it up
nicely, home life choices drive societies.”

L O'Connor, “The change from wood to coal and how it affected every aspect of our lives. A very
interesting account of how, starting in the 16th century, we changed from a wood burning nation
to a coal burning one, and how this affected every aspect of our lives. It changed the nature of
the countryside, as wood and peat were no longer important for fuel the land was put to other
uses. It changed the way we cooked and the kind of food we ate, as we gradually changed from
being a nation of pottage lovers to a nation of toast lovers. And it created more housework, as
coal fires produce far more dirt than wood fires. The rise of coal was accompanied by the rise of
soap as a cleaning agent, as older and just as effective cleaning methods fell out of use. The
book is full of surprising and fascinating facts. Ruth Goodman has an amazingly wide and
detailed knowledge of domestic history, a subject often overlooked. I hope that perhaps this
book may give rise to another Of her excellent Tv series.”

M. Dowden, “A Very Interesting Read. As with her TV appearances Ruth Goodman always gives
us interesting books, and this one is certainly no different, and gives us a different look not only
on the Industrial Revolution, but also on the impact and changes that occurred in this country
due to the rise of King Coal. With a very informative read we can see how coal came to be used
by not only certain industries, but also the residents of London, which gradually changed into
usage throughout the nation and brought into play in more industries.As with our European
neighbours so we were using the same sorts of materials for fires as elsewhere, with local
variations, such as peat, but even so most used wood. But as the population of London started
to grow and the cost of bringing wood into the area rose, there was an alternative. This was
what is called sea coal, and being brought by ship from Newcastle down to London so slowly but
surely Londoners altered their habits, after all this was not only cheaper but large amounts of it
could be moved easily by ship, rather than in smaller amounts such as wood, by road.Such a
change did not happen overnight and reading this we can see the benefits and also problems
with using coal instead of for instance wood. As we all know our author has done a lot of
experimenting over the years, and indeed we have seen her in action on numerous TV
productions. Revealing the changes that came about due to the change of a city and its fuel
source so we see how what people cooked altered somewhat, with our traditional roast now
actually baked in an oven, and the rise in puddings, and indeed who does not like a Spotted
Dick or Jam Roly-Poly?With a lot of information all clearly set out, and with illustrations plus
quotes from various sources there is a lot to take in here, but all quite clearly and easily set out.



This book does make you ponder upon such things as the Industrial Revolution, and whether it
could have happened without us normal people using coal, and all the changes that came about
due to that, such as cast iron, without which steam engines would never have been built.
Without the need of a number of vessels to carry coal down the coast, would we have ended up
with so many people learning to be sailors, which of course came in handy during wartime, and
in the colonisation of other lands. As the author points out it was normal people who brought
about the charge in turning to coal, and it could just as easily be us who bring about the change
and development needed to go to cleaner and greener energies. With an index, bibliography
etc, so there is scope to find other books on subjects brought up in this book if you want to find
out more.”

ABmonkey, “Interesting. The Domestic Revolution by historian Ruth Goodman is an interesting
insight into how coal, and later soaps changed Britain, and the Empire. Everyone has heard of
the Industrial Revolution, but in many ways the changing habits of how humans burned fuel for
warmth, food-making and the domestic domain was more significant, if less well known.For
thousands of years humans have burned wood, peat, or variations thereof in the home – cooking
and keeping warm. This practice shaped the landscape – wood was used everywhere – fuel,
building, weapons, war, ships, homes etc. Land was managed, farmed, coppiced and the
industries around this were important. Many folks did not travel far, and so utilised what was
around them. Certain foods and ways of cooking do not manage on wood or peat, and others do
not manage well on coal.Ms Goodman describes cooking on wood, peat, dung and charcoal,
how it was sourced and the foods which worked best. Cleaning was done, largely with wood
ash, lime and various other intriguing ways. Ash doesn’t work on coal dirt and so hot water
became the norm, and new vessels for boiling, new detergents and new roles.Then came coal –
which burns differently from wood, cooks differently, is used in industry differently, heats
differently. People, pots, manufacturing, transport, food, housing, cleaning and pretty much
every aspect you can think of changed with it, or as a result. Coal creates smoke which leaves
smuts, dirt and dust. It produces pollution and is much harder to clean off. All those coal fires –
say goodbye to your family tapestry, and your old cleaning habits. Bring on different smelting,
transport, industry, soap-making, production and recipes.The domestic hearth was, for much of
history, the female domain, and although the records from women are scarce, from the 19th
Century the records do bring to life the challenges, solutions and habits of women, from
highborn ladies, to the lower classes. Status was important, and coal and soap brought with
them status.The book is a little slow to start, but the author knows her stuff and the book brings
an interesting view on the lives of our ancestors, and how change, once it starts can be
inexorable.A good book for writers, and readers of history/historical fiction/fantasy as a reference
to living with wood fires and coal, foods, cleaning and the role of women in these times (who
became more tied to the home as things changed).4 stars”



Vicuña, “Fascinating slice of social history. Ruth Goodman has an engaging way of presenting
history, making it accessible to all. I’ve seen her in a few tv programmes and she’s always
enthusiastic and informed and I particularly like the way in which she represents many of the
more ordinary things. Her perspective is often from that of the farm hand or labourer, kitchen
maid or shopkeeper. We know a lot about the more privileged in past society, but the story of the
common folk is not always told so well.This book explores how the kitchen range/ cooker has
influenced history over the centuries. I have to say it isn’t an angle I’ve ever considered, but she
brings the whole history of cooking to life, exploring the use of peat, wood and coal as fuel for
preparing food.  Her writing is lively and this is an. Informed and enjoyable read.”

Docdaved, “Kitchen sink history. Very well researched and referenced and written in a style that
is easily accessible i.e. you don't need to be a historian or an academic to follow the central
arguments. Fascinating on cooking/kitchens in particular, it has some decent recipes. It is history
seen through the eyes of ordinary folk, servants etc but doesn't omit the contribution of the
wealthy. Strong focus on what women did and that's no bad thing. Definitely recommended if you
are at all interested in the development of society.”

The book by Ruth Goodman has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 324 people have provided feedback.
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